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CHAPTER I
OLD TESTAiMENT THOUGHT
'
Before even beginning an examination � of the
material relevant to this subject, it is necessary to
consider the problem of iise thodology . James Barr, in his
book, The Semantic s _of 3i bli cal Literature ^ appears to
pose some serious challenges to the methods which villi
be used in this paper. These challenges need to be exam
ined to determine if they have any relevance for the topic
and if they demand a change in method. Tliey relate to
both the forraat and the sources used. Barr criticizes
e:stensively such sources as JAT Robinson^ Federsonj and
Boman, It becomes necessary, therefore, to examine his
criticisnis , determine if they are valid, and then heed
them. Barr questions the idea that Hebrew and Greek
thought are a contrast in patterns.-^ And yet^ he does not
find fault ivith the statements regarding the contrast
between Hebrew and Greek thought, but rather with the
manner in xiJhich these conclusions are reached. That is, he
implies that he agrees with the basi c � differences between
Hebrei-J and Greeks but he' violently disagrees \vith the use
James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language
(London! Oxford University Press, 19"5Ty7~PP^ 10-15.
� �
�
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of linguistic evidence to prove these basic differences.
Examples of weakness in linguistic method are the general
isations which are drawn from general Semitic language
patterns to the Hebrew language itself.-^ Another challenge
is to the failure to consider the development of language.
He claims this is especially px^ominent in Robinson's
hTne Body . Finally he challenges the practice of compar
ing the vocabularies of the two languages-^ and then citing
the results as proof of certain thought patterns. An
example of this is Robinson's statement that the failure
of Hebrew to have a word for the body with theological
meaning reveals that the Hebrexus did, not differentiate
6
between the body and the soul as did the Greeks,
Bomanj in reviewing Barr's book,'^ states that Barr
has failed to grasp the difference between Hebrew and
Greek thought adequately. tie defends himself and Pedersen
^Ibid. , p. Ik.
-^Ibid. , p, l8 .
^Ibid. , p. 36.
�^Ibid. , p. 3^.
'^J, A. T. Robinson, The Body (Londons SCM Press,
1963), p. 12.
7
Thorleif Bornan, "Review o'f The S_enianti cs of Sibli-
cal Language by Jaraes Barr," Sco tti sh Journal of Theology ,
1^:319-323, September, 1962*
by Saying that they are studying ethno-psychology and not
merely linguistics. They use linguistics to illustrate
rather than to .prove. 'While there are questions concerning
methods and attitudes vvhich need to be asked about Barr's
book J his basic weakness appears to be overstatement. He
has a valid point when he challenges the use of vocabulai^y
to prove the differences between the two types of thought.
In this challenge however he appears at times to forget .
8
that Words are symbols of meaning. His desire to show
that vocabulary must not be used to prove differences tends
to fall short of proof. He appears to fail to understand
when an author is using vocabulary to illustrate and con-
densns the use of linguistic material in the examination
of , the differences between Hebrev/ and Greek thought. In
(
relation to this paper, Barr's warnings must be considered,
but his argument does not invalidate the format or the
sources which are used, since vocabulax^y is used to deter
mine the individual thought concepts and not to corapare
and contrast the different thought concepts. The sources
are still used because Barr seems to have misunderstood
several and overstated the problems with others.
As Barr has challenged, it is not adequate to con
sider only the vocabulary of a people in the attempt to
'^Barr, op. ext., p. 3k.
kdiscover their philosophy. Their major concerns, methods
of thinking, and general' thought patterns must be con
sidered in order to comprehend adequately their thought.
Hebrew thinking has a unitary aspect, but this unity must.
not be overdrawn to the extent that oversimplification
occurs. The outstanding and unifying characteristic of
Hebrew thought is its dynamic nature. The Hebrew sees the
world in continual movernent. Life is viev;ed as beginning
and nioving to a definite end. This is especially prominent
in the Old Testament doctrines of creation and eschatology.
Tlie history of the world, is in continual moverrjent under �
the direction and control of God, This is also illustrated
in the verbal patterns of the Hebrew language, Hebrev/
verbs often have an idea of movement connected even with
stative verbs. The word "stand" appears originally to have
raeant "arise. "'^ The fact that the Hebrew language seems
to have developed from a verbal system rather than a
noiHinal systens illustrates the dynamic character of their
thought further.
Another aspect of Hebrew thought is the concern for
time. The Hebrews are considered one of the earliest
peoples to have a sense of history. Although the Greeks
Thorleif Boman, Hebrew Tnonght Compared V/i th Greek,
trans. Jules L. Moreau (London: SCiM Press, i960"), p. 2i>.
had an idea of history as a result of their concern for
what had happened, the Jewish concept of history grew
from an awareness of v/hat had. been done for them and
what was going to be done for them. They were more
interested in what v^as coming in the future than in the
facts and figures of the present. The Hebrexv develop
ments of a doctrine of eschatology and of apocalyptic
writing graphically illustrate this. Philosophically,
this is considered an interest in time rather than space.
Time is considered an internal asx:>ect of thinking and
therefore psychological. Th.e Jew was more interested in
the inner life of a man than he was in the size and
features of the man,"^^ Ih.is relates to the dynamic
character of Hebrew thought. A man's inner thought pro
cesses are in flux, developing and changing. His feature
remain fixed to a much larger degree.
The Hebrew vievj of the experiential itforld relates
to the concept of the word. Tixe Hebretv saw the word as
having a force or power of its own. Tliis is similar to
the thought patterns of her Semitic neighbors. Partic
ularly in thought concerning the viord of the gods, the
Semites saw a. word as having an extreme amount of power
regardless of how it was used. This is shown by the use
Ibid. , p. 206.
and-' belief in magical incantations. Tne practice of
writing an enemy's name on a potsherd and shattering . the
potsherd shows this belief in action. The Semite firmly
believed that this was one T^ay to destroy or hindei^ his
enemy. This power of a word is seen in the Hebrews but
not to the same degree. The Hebreiv saw a word or a name
to be more than just a wo rd or a name, but it did not
have a magical power, Tlie experience was the ttford rather '
than the thing.
From the Hebrew viextf of time and experience, it
Tollows that the most important sense of a man was his
hearing. A man's hearing and other senses played a much
more prominent role than his reasoning ability in his
everyday life. The Israelite interacted, with, his envi
ronment rather than withdrawing and reasoning about it.
This too is seen in the vocabulary. The Hebrew stresses
the heart and the emotions more than the mind in his liter
ature. He views the world as being alive and not as mere
material.-^ Tliis aspect of Hebrew thought partakes of the
unity of Hebrew thought in that it too shows a dynamic
character. The impressions of the senses, especially hear
ing, are much more fluid than the impressions of the mind
Ibid.
"Ibi d .
or even the sight. This aspect is related to the interest
in the word and in time. The relationship of all these
characteristics reveals the Hebrew as an individual
vitally aware of the world about him and dynamically con
cerned about how it works. ,
Once the thought patterns of a people have been
established, any examination of their philosophy about
a certain topic must consider the words v^hich. they use in
their discussion. The most important and, at the same
time, enigmatic vjord in the Hebi-ew language relating to
this study Is^^j. The transliteration, nephesh , . v/ill be
used for the remainder of the paper. The Arabic cognates
of this word mean "soul," "life," "desire and. breath,"
and "odor." The Assyrian cognates mean "get breath,"
"be broad," and "life" or occasionally "person," "soul,"
or "living being." This class of verbs appears to be
denominative since these verbs appear as nouns in all of
TO
the Semitic languages.-^-'
A. K. Johnson spends a great deal of time in his
book, Th e Vitality of the Individual in th e Thought of
-^U'illiam Gesenius, A Hejsrew and Engl i sh Lexicon of
^'"^^ 9A^. Testament, eds- Francis Brown, S, R. Br-iver, and
Charles Briggs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952), p. 659.
(referred to as BHB from this point in text and footnotes)
Anci en t I srael , -^^ developing the etymology of this v;ord.
Noting that the Hebrews saw a close relationship betv;een
psychical and physical functions, he looks for the physi
cal, base meaning of nephesh . The cognate Accadian and
the Ugaritic terms both originally meant throat or neck.
References where nephesh is used with this meaning are
Ps. 105:18, Prov. 23:7a, Jer. 1^:10, Ezek. 2ki21, 2k,
Jon. 2s 6, and Job kl:12. The idea which is found in the
Assyrian cognate of being broad may also add to the
credibility of this explanation since the throat is
capable of being broadened. Because the throat is a
passage way for breath, the transition from throat or
neck to breath is- a natural one to make. Possibly
II Sam. 1:9 and Job 4lsl2 illustrate this, V/hile there
is no clear-cut example of this, the fact that nephesh is
used for iperfume or odor as a form of breath lends streng
to this view. Also, nephesh has a metonymical relation
ship to which means nostril or quick nasal breathing.
When this evidence is coupled tvith the cognates which mea
breath, the etymology appears fairly certain.
The basic meanings of nephesh divide into two
classes. The first of these refers to the animating prin
A. R. Johnson, The Vitality of the Individual in
thg Thought of Ancient I'grael "(CardifTT ^University of
Wales Press, 19^9 )'.
9ciple of the body which is common to both, men and aniraals, �
Ta� second class includes the ideas of bodily appetites ^ �
and desires. Ihis relates to the ego, the conscious
center of desire or appetite. This is the word which
corresponds to the Greek a>\ .
~
The first class carries
concept of that which breathes, the breathing substance,
the being which is distinct from basar (7^3. flesh),
T T
although bo th rest upon a common substratum. It also
means that which becomes a living being by God's breathing.
V/hen used ;vithout the noun or verb for living, it means
the living being with life in the blood. Tlie last use of
nephe sh in this class approaches that of a pronoun. It is
used as the essential aspect of a man. Thus, it becomes
used for man himself as a paraphrase for the personal
pronoun. This is prominent in poetry and ornate discourse,
such as is found in Ps. 124:? and Isa. 3:9 and i|6s2. The
second class, desire or appetite, is used for the seat of .
the physical appetites such as hunger and thirst. It also
means the seat of the emotions such as desire, abhorance,
sorrow, and joy. Occasionally it is used for mental acts,
for acts of the will, as equivalent to character, and as a
combination of these meanings. There are traces of its
-^Robert Girdles tone 5 Synonyms of .t[ie Old Testanient
(Grand Rapidsj iierdmans , 1948), pp. 5o-58�
� �
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meaning "breath,'* but these are debated. The verb form
of this Word means "to breathe," It never appears in the
Kal stem, but usually in the Niphal'^'^ x\rith the meaning of
'to take breath" or "to refresh."-^ Nephesh, in summary,
has many meanings, but these center around the idea of the
essential nature of a man. T"h.is essential nature has
grown out of the ideas of breathing and desire coupled
xvith the idea of rationality.
The Hebrew radicals /~J ] ~] \-ihl ch. will' be translit
erated ruach also have a bearing upon this study. Since
nephesh carries the idea of breathing, this word is espe
cially relevant. Ruach basically means "to breathe" or
"to blow." The Syrian cognate means "to breathe"; the
Arabic means to be windy; and the Aramaic means "wind,"
"breath," or "spirit. "-^^ This is the only word in the
Old Testament which is used for wind. Its Greek equiva-
^ tv 20
lent is either TT)/�^UM<^ or ai/e^fS .
^^BDB, pp. e^s-ssi,
�^'''Kal stem is used for simple statements; Kiphal
has a reflexive sense,
ivilliara Gesenius, A Hebrew and Bngli sh Lexicon of
the Old Testament trans, Edward Robinson (Boston: Hough-
ton,"*lSrfflin and Company, 1888), p. 5'58. (referred to as
Gesenius from this point in footno tes )
"^^BDB, p. S2k,
20
Girdlestone, Synonyms , p. 59.
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The basic idea of breath, wind, or spirit finds
expression in various specific meanings. Ruach means
breath which comes from the mouth or nostrils, mere, breath
which today is expressed in the saying "hot air," a word
of command, hard breathing as in anger, and a sign or
symbol of life. �hen used with the meaning of wind, it
refers to various winds such as a North, xvind or a dry
wind, to air or gas from the womb, and to being vain or
empty. This last use is frequent in Eccl. As spirit,
ruach comes to mean animation or vivacity, courage, dif
fering temperments, and temper or disposition in distinc-
L 21
tion from nephesh or 3r(heart). It also has the mean
ing of spirit in the sense of the spirit of the living,
breathing being in all flesh. In this connection, it is
related to God and His role in the continuation of life
or the death of an individual . Ruach is equal to nephesh
xi.'hen used as the seat of the emotions. It is also equal
to nephesh when it means the seat or organ of mental acts.
This type of use is probably late and derived rather than
original. It is used only rarely of the vjill of the indi
vidual. At times, it is used of moral character, or equal
to V/hen it is used as the Spirit of God, it inspires
ecstatic activity, impells a prophet to speak in forth-
D.() heart as symbol of emotions and will.
telling and/or fore~ telling, imparts energy needed for a
task such as occurs in Judges, or endows men with gifts of
technical skills. This usage is late and refers largely
22
to those skills needed in the construction of the temples.
vvhen ruach is used as a verb, it means "to breathe"
or "to blow," especially with the nostrils. It is not
used in the Kal stem. It is an onomatopoeti c word. Tvhen
23 24
it occurs in the Hiphil stem, it means to smell. This
can be seen in the fact that smelling occurs when breath
ing takes place. When this breathing is caused to take
place, often it is for smelling. Sniffing, as a forced
form of breathing, facilitates smelling. Ruach
'
s greatest
use is in a physical sense, but, like nephesh. , it also
has a spiritual or psychic sense. Primarily, it means
xfind, but it may mean the spirit of an individual.
Basar, the transliteration of~)V/21, with its basic
meaning of flesh naturally requires consideration. The
Arabic cognate means "skin," and the Syrian and Assyrian
cognates mean "blood relation" or a family relationship.
It is used of the body, both animal and human bodies. In
this connection, it is used for the flesh of animals which
^^BDB, pp. 924-926.
^�^Hiphil stem has a causative or declarative sgnse.
2k ,
Gesenius, p. 7^9.
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is to be cooked and eaten. It is also used for the body
itself. This niay take the form of a synecdoche, a part
used to i-epresent the whole, as in Lev. 23: 38* This use
is similar to the use of nephesh as a personal pronoun.
Some have felt that this use is also contrasted ,,
with nephesh . BDB holds that basar is an antithesis to:
nephesh in Ps. 63:2, Job ikiZZ, and Isa. 10:18.^-^ Peder
sen agrees with this in part. He feels that the Israelites
were able to distinguish between the body and the soul
and gives these three references. He concludes that they
recognized ti'^o aspects of man, but that there x^as no di s-
26
tinction as to- fundamental forms of existence. A, R.
Johnson completely rejects this idea and considers basar
to be used in the same manner in which neohesh is used,
that is, as a pronoun. Tnese are used in parallel expres
sions xvhich Johnson considers to add or to reinforce the
first line.^^ V/hile Johnson's views are valid, it appears
that he has allowed his desire to demonstrate the unity of
psychic and physical to dominate his thought. The ideas of
parallelism and synecdoche must be considered, but they do
^^BDB, p. 142.
26
Johannes Pedersen, I sra^el , Its _J-.i f e and Cul ture ,
trans. G. Cuyrsberlege (London: Oxford University Press,
19^6), 1, pp. 170-171.
Johnson, Vitality , p. 40.
�
'
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not answer the question why nephesh is used first and then
basar. Pedersen most adequately understands the situation
at this point.
Another aspect referring to the body, and in a way
adding strength to Pedersen' s case, is the concept of man
over against God as being frail or erring. Han is flesh,
and God is spirit. Tnerefore, man is temporary. The
meaning of the cognates occurs in basar ' s use infrequently
as kindred or blood relations. This occurs in contrast
with marriage relations or tribal relationships. Finally,
basar is used euphemistically for the male organ of gener-
28
ation. Thus, basar emphasizes the physical aspect of
man, but it does not drastically set up an antithesis to
nephesh .
Having examined both the vocabulary relating to the
body and the genei^al thought patterns, it becomes necessary
to put these two together and develop a philosophy of the
body. First, it must be stated that man is a unity of
psychic and physical. This is seen in the fact that the
words relating to the x:)sychic, nephesh and, ruach , both
have physical connotations. The Hebrew emphasis upon the
dynamic aspect of life also is found in this unity. This
unity is illustrated by the way in which the members and
BDB, p. 142.
: 15 .
parts of the body possess psychic powers and arc used to
stand for psychic -powers, lliese parts of the -body are
used as moi^e than just the agents of the ego. They are
often spoken of as engaging in personal behavior or as
characterizing a personal quality. Thus, in Ps. 63:2,
the Psaltnist says that his flesh ( basar ) and his heart
cry out to God. The use of hand in Biblical literature
is another example of the personal behavior or quality of
the parts of the body. In such verses as Ex. lk:8, Num.
15s30 and 3353> the .hand acts proudly or defiantly.-^
This unity of body and soul is expressed in the
matter of death. Death is i-elated to life. It is consid
ered to be a weakened form of life itself. This is seen
in that it is a scattering of man's n eph e sh much like
the spilling of water upon the ground (II Sam. Ik-tlh) .
It is also seen in the fact that man is felt to live on
31
as a mere shadow of his former self (Isa. 14j9). Death
does not affect only the body, �hen the body dies, the
soul dies also. Thus, it is not a case of the body dying
while the soul continues to exist in full strength. As was
stated earlier, the nephesh is scattered at death. This
29
�Johnson, op. cit. , p. 39 �
^^Ibid. , p. 58.
^�^Ibid, , pp, 89-90.
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idea that both the soul and body die is seen in Judges
16:30 and I^uni. 23=10. This explains why men are often
spoken of as souls in the Old Testament. It is not because
the soul is the only part of a man ivhich is worth saving.
Rather, it is because the soul is killed just as is the
body. V;hen Num. 31:19 states that a. certain number of
souls were killed, this, is not symbolism or synechdoche,
but is a statement of fact. The unity is continued in
death. Job lk'.22 states that the soul feels the worm at
work on the body. The soul remains with the body even
32
in death.
The relationship of the body to the soul during life
further proves the unity of the body and. soul. Th.e body
33
is the soul in its outward forms. -^-^ Ihat is, the soul is
seen by the men around a man through his body. The actions
and reactions of a man as a body are actually his actions
as a soul. This shows up in the Hebrew's interest in the
inner life of a man. The flesh, is nothing more nor less
3k
than a weak form of the soul. Not in the sense that the
flesh hinders the actions of the soul, but in the unitj' of
being in that flesh is actually soul. Bodily sensations
Pedersen, Israel , p. I80.
I bid. , p. 171 .
Ibid. , p. 176.
are felt through the soul (Lev. 16529, 31). Tae soul
needs food and drink. When the body becomes weakened-
through lack of food or air, the soul is x^eakened . '^�^ Kot
only can hunger be attributed to the soul, but even the
sexual desire is attributed to the soul at tinoes.-^^ Un
like many other systems of thought, the body alone is not
responsible for the sexual urge. The soul is not limited
severely to the body, but may be manifested outside the
body at the same time that it is within the body .37 per
haps the relationship between body and soul in both life
and death may best be described as being on a continuum.
On one end of the continuum is the body: on the other is
the soul. They are not opposing types of existence.
There are some souls that are not flesh, but this is an
extreme end of the continuum. -^^
To an extent, the Hebrex^? may have conceived of a
difference between soul and flesh. This is seen in Job
14:22, Isa. 10:18, and Ps. 63:2.^^ BDB feels that these
3^1bid. , p. 173.
36
H. V/heeler Robinson, The Chrl sti an Doctrine of
Man (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, I9II ) j p. 21.
-^'^A. R. Johnson , Th e One and, the Many in the
Israelite Conception of Go^d. TCardiff : University of
ivales Press, 19^^^^9T> P* 15.
38 ^
Pedersen, Israel , p. 176.
^^BDB, p. 142.
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references use basar in antithesis to nephesh. however,
it must be observed that these references all contain par
allel expressions. Thus, the use of basar after neoh esh
may not be used for differentiation as much as it is used
for variety. It appears that nephesh and basar are used
as synonyms in these ins tanc e s . "^^ This allox^s room for
an awareness of some difference even if not a complete
antithesis between basar and nephesh . This axi-'areness is
also seen in the contrast between flesh and spirit in the
contrast between human and superhuman. The contrast is
not made on the individual level, but God and men are con-
trasted as being spirit and flesh. ^-^ This is, in fact,
one of the meanings of basar. Basar emphasizes the fleshly
limitations of man in contrast to the spiritual nature of
God. ITlesh describes man as being frail and liable to
mistake, finite, in opposition to the infinite character-
is tic of God.
In summary, the dominant philosophy of the Hebrexf
in regaled to his body is one of a dynamic unity. It is
dynamic in that it is not a simple, static concept x\'hich
sees the body as one type of existence. Rather, the body
�^"^John son, Vi tali ty , p. kl
kl
Pedersen, loc . cit.
^^BBB, p. 142.
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is integrated with the soul; this is not a simple relation
ship. Hebrew philosophy on the body stresses the unity ox"
the body with the soul since it sees a man's body as
being one with his soul. Tne dynamic relationship is not
one of cause and effect or opposition, but is rather one
of unity even as to existence. The body is a form of the
soul. This idea affects all of his life and thought. He
rarely approaches asceticism, and when he does it is not
because of a dualistic view of his body and soul.
CHAPTER II
GREEK THOUGHT
Turning from the Hcbrei-^ concepts of the body to the
Gx'eek concepts, it is natural to examine the vocabulary
that is used to develop these ideas. Looking first at
e>cj^a> ^''Hich will be transliterated as soma , both the
appearances and the meanings of the word need to be exam
ined. The word appears as early as Homer, soraexi;here be
tween the tenth and the ninth centuries B.C., and is
apparently established in meaning by this time. The in
scriptions, papyri, and Septuagint also contain soma. One
of the earliest meanings of soma is "dead body" or "corpse."
The idea of the body of either man or animal is the pri
mary meaning of soma , and dead body may be the earliest
meaning. Homer always uses soma in this sense, and the
same idea often occurs later, Hesiod in the seventh
century B.C. uses soma with the meaning "living body," It
is also used with the meaning "parts of the body." Soma
is developed in meaning by contrasting it t^ith psyche
(soul) and pneuma (spirit). The contrast with ps;/che^ is
found in both the Classics and the New Testament; the
contrast with pneuma occurs in both the apocryphal liter-
The basic meaning is soul or life.
21
ature, Fourth Maccabees, and. the New Testament. A further
asx^ect of the meaning of a living body is sojaa as the seat
of mortal life. Tnis meaning is found in the Classics and
the New Testament both.~ Another early use of soma is to
refer to a person much in the same way that a pronoun is
used. An example of this occurs in a third century B.C.
census list in the Flinders Petrie Papyri III. Trais seems
to be a common practice both in the Hebrew with nephe sh
and in the Greek. ^ Other meanings xfhich. appear later
mean "slaves," "children," "troops," and "the body" or
"entirety of an object," especially of the complete parts
of the body. Again, it may mean any corporeal substances
including plant bodies. The basic n5eaning of soma appears
to be physical. The x^ord means body with various second-
ary adjectives such as dead or animal. The early Greek
writers and many New Testament writers use soma x^i thout
any theological meaning. In fact, only Paul in the New
V/alter Baur, A Greek-Bngli sh Lexicon _of _the Eew
Testament , trans, and ed. by W, F. Arndt and F. \'I , Gingrich
XCiii c ag'oT University of Chicago Press, I952), p. 806.
-^J. li. Moulton and. George Milligan, Tlie yo_^c abulary
of the Greek _Mew Testament' Illustrated. _f ron-i the Papyri and
Other Non-Literary Sources "|Grand Hapids? Eerdmans, IS^sJ ,
p. o21.
? - �
'
H. G. Liddell and Hobert Scott, G-r e ek~Epgl i sh
Lexicon of the New Testament , revised by H. S. Jones
1 Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), p. 17^9.
Testament uses soma with theological implications.
The second word relating to a philosophy of the
found in Greek writings as early as Homer. V'/hile it occurs
in inscriptions, it is not found in the papyri. It has
a dynamic relationship with basar in and as a result of
the Septuagint. It also occurs in other Jewish, literature
such as a second century B.C. Jewish invocation for
vengence from Rlieneia. In this passage, it is con
trasted with pneuma.^
tensive use it has enjoyed. The- earliest meaning of sarx
was "flesh," the soft muscular parts of the body. Homer
uses it in this sense, and Theophrastus in the fourth or
third century B.C. uses sarx to mean the fleshly sub-
7
stance of fruit.' Another earlj' meaning is body, and in
this sense it means the entire material part of any living
being. Tne continuation -of the development of sarx from
a strictly limited physical meaning to a wider meaning
continues in the use of sarx to mean the result of nat
ural generation or kinship and of relationship, a col-
�^'i, David Stacey, T^^e Pauline Vi ew of Man (London:
MacMillan and Company, 195^, p. 182.
%iOUlton, on. ci t . , p. 5^9-
'^Liddell, op. cit. , p. 15S5.
bo dy written sarx- from this point. Sarx is
The meaning of sarx has developed through the ex-
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lective terra equal to kindred. This use comes from its
being the ti^anslation for basar in the Septuagint. A
fourth meaning of _s arx. is "a corporeally conditioned
being." This use emphasizes -the physical aspect of man's
existence. This meaning develops into the physical in
contrast to the eternal or spiritual. Tne first of
these two meanings simply states that man i,s body and
flesh while the second meaning points out the xiieakness of
flesh in comparison to spirit. This second meaning does
not have any theological implications regarding the sin
fulness of the flesh. Sarx is used to point up the idea -
of man as a result of natural generation and separate
from the moral transformation of G-od. Maturai abilities
fall into this catagory of meaning. The last meaning of
sarx relates to the part of man's nature that is a force .
Q
for evil. Tnis is the moral aspect of s a.rx . The use of
sarx as an instrument of sin is not limited to Christian
writers alone. Epicurus in the' fourth century B.C. used
. 9 �
sarx with this meaning."^
Sarx, most frequently, refers to the physical side,
^E. Detfitt Burton, Gal at i an s (Vol. 35 of Tne Inter
national Critical Commentary, ed. by S. R, Driver, A
Plummer, and A. Briggs". IJ^vols.j Edinburghs T & T Clark,
1943), pp. 492-493.
Arndt, Lexicon , p. 751-
of life. This is true even in Paul s wx-itings.
10
Th e
Greek pagan authors know the use of sars as an instru
ment of sin, but this is not its primary use. Although
the meanings of sarx fall into two classes, flesh or
physical, and affections or psychic, the original meaa-
sarx is influenced greatly by the Hebrew basar through the
Septuagint. Prom a strictly limited meaning of flesh,
its use was broadened to mean the entix^e body. Then the
until finally the Christian writers found it natural to
speak of sarx as having moral connotations.
The third Greek term having implications for a
study of the body in Greek thought is TTi/el/^ia t-Jhich will
be transliterated pneuma. Because of the richness of the
meanings and uses of this word in the New Testament and
Christian writings, it will be necessary to limit the dis
cussion of the term primarily to the pre-Christian meaning
of pn e urn a . � Pneuma occurs first in Anaxemeader in the sixt
century B.C. After this time, it coraes frequently in the
ing appears to have been physical. 11 Tlie development of
Hebrew ideas of kindred and corporeality added meaning
11,Liddell, Lexicon, p. 1585�
12
Burton, op. cit p. 494.� s
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tragedies. This is not the only word which is used with
a meaning of wind. The more archaic term isTTvccn. which
is more physical in meaning and is used by Homer rather
'^^^^^ pneuma, Pneuma also occurs in the inscriptions and
� 13
papyrx .-^-^
The earliest meaning of pneuma is "blowing" or
"breathing air." Aeschylus uses this meaning in relation
to the wind, and both Plato and Aeschylus use this in
reference to breathing, Aeschylus and. Aristotle illus~
trate the use of pneuma v^ith the meaning of breath, life-
spirit, or soul. This is the idea of that which gives
life to the body. A third meaning is spirit as a part of
the human personality. When used, in contrast with sarx,
it denotes the immaterial part of man. Along this line,
it also means the inner life and spiritual state. Pneuma
develops the aspect of spirit until it comes to mean a
spirit as an independent being which physical senses can
not oerceive. This idea is not limited, to Christian
thought since it appears in the Stoics and. in Plato's
Cratylus . This independent spirit may be either G-od him
self, good or at least not evil spirits, and evil spirits,
A primarily Christian meaning for pneuma is the Spirit or
that which differentiates God from that which is not God.
-'Liddell, o�, cit. , p. 1^24.
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Most of the aspects of this use of pneuma appear only in
Christian literatui-e and are not pertinent at this point.
There may be a spirit other than God which can posses
a man."^ The meaning of pneuma has developed from wind to
breath, and finally to spirit. The last development has
been greatly aided and enriched by Christian thought. -'^
An adequate development of the Greek view of the
body requires more than a word study by itself. The lead
ing thought trends and the men who propounded them must
be studied. Limitations as to source material and in
fluence force the examination of these thought trends to
begin with Homer. As one of the earliest Greek authors
whose influence continued throughout most of Greecian
history, Homer is an appropriate starting point. Homer
in his epics developed a psychology v/hich did not, make a
sharp distinction betvjeen a man's soul and his body.
There was no clearly defined difference betx'/een Eian's
physical nature and his spiritual or non-physical nature.
A man's body was identified with his self rather than with
his soul. Homer does not identify the bod,y as being re
lated to the psyche. Much of his thought concerning the
body develops in his joassages discussing death and the
Arndt, Lexi con , pp. 680-684.
Moulton, Vo cabulary , p. 491.
i6after life, V/hile some think that before Homer there
was a doctrine of Hades which, had substantial beings in i
there is not enough evidence to support this,-^'' Homer's
concept of Hades held it to be a place where only pale
images existed. It was a shadowy existence, less than
life, and everything ;^as insubstantial. This was where
1 8
the soul went after death.
Around the seventh century B.C., Greek religious
life came under the influence of an outside force that
was to exert a great influence upon its thought regard
ing the body. This influence was a religion .from the
northeast of Greece and. apparently had its origins in
Thrace. -^9 Called the Dionysian religion from its major
god, it was an inovation which case late to Greek thought
Dionysius, also called Bachus, was the god of wine and
revelry. Its earliest advocates celebrated, its rites in
the mountains xvith excesses and orgies. The woi^shipers
frequently beat themselves and ran through the woods
dressed only in animal skins until they dropped, exhausted
The entire goal of this xvildness and excess was to escape
l6
H. Moore, The Reli.gious Thought of the G^reeks
(Cambridge: Harvard. University Press, 19l5), p. 25.
~
-^''stacey, Pauline View, p. 6o.
�
�
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Moore, o�. cit. , p. 2k.
^^Ibid. , p. k7.
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the cares and problems of everyday life. The advocates
found a release through physical excesses.
As this type of thought developed, the idea of a
soul, something more than just the body of a mcin, arose.
Tnis soul was to be freed from its bodily chains by orgi
astic raiethods such as wine and ecstacy. When this reli
gion began to enter Greece around the seventh century,
the Greeks changed some of its more objectionable aspects,
generally removed the excesses, and developed the impli
cations of its thought. This group was known. as the
Orphics in Greece. The two major motifs of Bionysian
and Orphic thought are the difference between the soul
and the body, and. the higher value of the soul than the
body. The soul has a distinct and separate existence
from the body, Tlie soul has a divine nature, came from
a divine source, and is much more valuable than the
20
body. This type of thinking inevitably leads to a dual
istic viewpoint of man. Man is' not a unity of only one
substance or nature. Nor is man a unity of two different
aspects such, as physical and ST>iritual. In place of a
doctrine similar to one of these is posited, the idea that
a man is composed of two radically different substances.
These two motifs were developed and the idea of a divine
Ibid. , p. 50.
Soul being trapped in a human body uas the logical out
come. Among the implications of this type of thought, is
that the body is sinful. Not merely is the body subject
to sinful desires oi" temptations, but the body itself is
sinful because it is not divine. llie primary goal of
Orphic religious thought was to free the soul from the
body. Tae body hindered the activity and freedom of the
soul and xjas to be, controlled so that the soul could, be
released from its prison any tim.e the individual desired.
Ihere are tx^o x<:ays to reach this freedom. One, the orig
inal x^ay of early Dionysian practice, is through excess
and drugs. The other, x^?hich the Greeks developed and
X'ihich appealed to their natures, xtfas through, self-disci
pline and. bodily control. This started the tendency to
asceticism x-Jhich became so prominent in later Christian
thought. This type of asceticism is not fasting in order
to gain some favor or to appease the x^rath of the gods.
This fasting is continual, and the individual's vei^y
religious life depends upon it. In fact, this is his
21
religious lif e .
'
TTae influx of Dionysian thought through the Orphic
was adopted and continued in the thought of many of the
Greek philosophers. Although Pythagoras is knox^n today
Ibid. , p. 59 .
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for his mathematical theories, he was a leading philospher
in the sixth century B.C. His thought had a definite reli
gious asj^ect, and a part of this aspect was his doctrine
of the soul. Pythagoras held to the division of soul and
body and was influenced along this line by the Orphic
22
doctrine. ^ In the fifth century B.C., Pindar developed
his philosophy. He too was heavily influenced by the
Orphics and continued the emphasis upon the separate and
antagonistic existence of the body and soul.^-^ In these
tvjo centuries, Greek philosophy reached its peak with men,
such as Heraclitus leading up to Plato and Aristotle. All
the men immediately prior to Socrates appear to have held
a dualistic viei^; of man. Thpugh this was developed in
differing degrees and. not all men held to an antagonism
between body and soul, this dualism was the prevalent
vxew.
This leads up to the time of Socrates. Due to the
lack of his writings it is difficult to determine exactly
what his viev/s on any subject x^ere. When it comes to ex
amining his thoughts relating to the body, the most that,
can be foun,d is certain references to immortality. Though
^^Ibid. , p. 88.
^^Stacey, Pauline Vietv , p. 68.
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it might be possible to say that he too held a dualistic
view of man, it is much safer to pass over Socrates and
examine the thought of his student and sucessor, Plato. ^-^
Plato has much to say in reference to the body and
its relationship to the soul. Although he does not devote
a discourse or any of his writings entirely to this topicj
it is a reoccuring subject which is developed to a clearly
defined doctrine. Plato's doctrine of the body and its
relationship to the soul is developed from the early
Orphics. Their' primary tenets are his major emphases.
In fact, it has been said that Plato supplied the philo~
sophical basis for the emotional belief of the Orphics.
Plato states his beliefs on the body in the Republic ,
Timaeus , Cratylus , Cr^i to , and. Phaedo . In the Cri to , the
body is inferior to the principle of justice in man. He
lov^ers the position of the body and elevates a spiritual
aspect of man. The Cratylus develops his doctrine of
the body more completely. In fact, his similarity to
Orphic thought becomes prominent. He states that the soul
is the cause of life in the body, and the body perishes
^�^Ibid. , p. 71.
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Stacey, loc . ci_t .
^'^Moore, Religious Th.o ugh t , p. 156,
2P^^Plato, The Dialogues of Plato, trans. Benjamin
Jowett (London: Oxford University Press, I892), p. 71.
when the soul fails or departs. The soul has a body as an
enclosure to protect it. But, the body also acts as a
prxson to the soul. In the Phaedo , Plato continues
the idea of the evil aspect of the body. He states that
the sight and' hearing deceive and hinder the soul in its
acquisition of knowledge. The reality of the absolute is
not perceived by the body.-^^ In another section, he com
pares the body and the soul. The body is vi sable, chang
ing, mortal, and finally destroyed. llie soul, on the
other hand, is unseen, unchanging, divine, and indestruct
ible.'*"^ The soul is never voluntarily connected with the
body, but is forced to dwell within the body as punish
ment for the wrongs of its earlier existence. Only the
no
philosphers can enter to the gods.--"^
By this brief discussion of his writings, it becomes
evident that Plato had a dualistic view of man. Plato
spends much more time discussing the soul than he does
the body. His attitude toward the body is one of moderate
asceticism. The philosopher was not to reject every
physical pleasure, but he should never allow himself to
-^iDxd. , PP . 61-63.
^^Ibid. , p. 94.
-^�^Ibid. , p. 113.
-'Ibid. , p. 115.
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become a slave to pleasure. Man's primary concern is with
the vision of the soul, and he should care for the physi
cal only to the extent that it is necessary in order to
preserve his facul ti es . -^-^
Even though Aristotle lived in the period immedi
ately following Plato and was his pupil, he contrasts his
views on the body with Plato's. Aristotle held that the
body and soul were an indivisible unity. This appears to
be a direct reaction to the dualism of Plato. A man was
both body and soul because he was both foi'm and matter.
Neither can exist without the other, and neither can live
without the other. This is related to Aristotle's views
on form and matter. Matter only exists in potential un
til it has form. In the same manner, the soul gives
unity and purpose to the body. Body and soul were consid
ered to be nothing more than a philosophical abstraction
drawn from the actual living man. Aristotle did make a
distinction between the mind and. th.e soul. Mind existed
separate from the soul but xvas in the soul. The mind. X'tfas
indestructible. A mind could be conceived of as being
outside of the body, but never a soul as being outside of
the body. ,The mind does not have a personal immortality
since only a few men were able to speculate. Thus, the
Stacey, Pauline View , p. 74.
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miiiQ cannot be considered -cne same as a personal soul.-'
Frequently the problem of Plato's dominence over
Aristotle in philosophy arises. The question is even
more evident when the difference between their philosophies
of the body is considered. Platonic dualism continued
to influence Gre-ek thought while Aristotle's unity seems
to have found very few advocates. The same- question
arises in regard to the Middle Ages. One of the greatest
reasons for Plato s acceptance in ancient Greece was that
his thought was a continuation of the prevalent trends.
As has been seen, Plato developed the Orphic thought which
had been prevalent since the sixth, century* Also, Plato's
philosophy had an emotional basis in the thought of the
people. Aristotle did not deal with matters of public
interest and speculation, but v;ith science and nature.
This later reason helps explain Plato's dominance until
the Crusades brought back copies of Aristotle's writings
in the original language, Plato
'
s thought dealt with man,
morality, and God while Aristotle handled, natural science.
With theology being the primarj' interest in the Middle
Ages, Plato naturally was the most interesting to the
early church men. Even when men such as .Aquinas began to
use Aristotle's logic and methods, they retained many of
Ibid, , p. 75.
Plato s thoughts and concepts on specific topics.-'--^
Polloxving Aristotle's time, Greek philosophy did
not add any radically new ideas to their thought on the
body. The Stoics theoretically held to the unity of man
by positing a world soul, but practically their thought
worked itself out as a dualism.-^ ll^is shows the Orphic
and Platonic influence toward dualism.
The "Greek" viewpoint of the body can not be given
simply. While a dualism dominates Greek thought, it is
not the only ideal vjhich has been held, nor is it the
latest. Homer, one of the earliest to discuss the body,
and Aristotle, the last of the classic philosophers,
both held to the unity of body a.nd soul. Therefore, when
it is said that Greek thought was dualistic, it is an
oversimplification x/hich is possible because of the pop~
ularity of Platonic thought. Recognizing that this is an
oversimplification, that it should be labelled Platonic
thought, Greek thought tal<es a dualistic view of man and
regards the body as evil. The soul is of higher value and
is actually divine. The body is temporal and acts as a
prison and hinderance for the soul.
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^^Stacey, op. ext., p. 77.
CHAPTER III
A COMPARISON OP HEBREW AND GREEK THOUGHT
Greek and Hebrew thought on the body do posses sorae
comraon characteristics and thoughts. The Hebrew ideal of
the unity of man finds a parallel conception in both.
Homer and Aristotle. Homer combined the body and the soul.
The actual basis for personality was not in one or the
other, but in the union of the two. Although Homer
states this, his gx^eatest concern is with the physical
1
aspect of the body. Homer also holds the insubstantial
aspect of existence after death. This is very similar to
Hebreiv thought on Sheol. Aristotle also joined the body
and soul, but his union was more on a metaphysical basis
than experiential. Aristotle felt that the body only
existed potentially until the soul gave it form. Also,
the Hebrex^ is aware of a possibility of there being two
aspects to man. These occur rarely and are never v;ell
developed, but the use of n ephe sh and basar in poetry
may reveal some awareness.
However, these similarities are not as important
as the differences. In fact, there are differences even
in the similarities. Homer makes allowance for the esist-
Stacey, Pauline View, p. 6l,
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ence of the body v\'i thout the soul, but Hebrew thought
usually holds that both body and soul cease to exist at
death. The greatest difference is the contrast between
unity and dualism. llii s appears to be related to some
of the basic differences between Hebrew and G-reek thought.
The two greatest differences are (l) dynamic as opposed
2
to static, and (2) concrete as opposed to abstract. Tne
Hebrew sees life as being ever moving and interrelated.
Thus in his view of man and his body and soul, the Hebrew-
sees the body and soul as being interrelated., an integrated
whole which works and moves in the vjorld. The Greek sees
the tvio aspects of man and makes an examination of each
separately which encourages him to separate their exist
ence. Tne Hebrew with his tendency to look at the concrete
sees man alone. He sees the exterior aspect of man and
does not especially concern himself vji th the possibility
of there being another aspect of man. This does not mean
the Hebrew is unaware of a man's thoughts and spiritual
life . It means that he sees these and. considers them as
man and not as something inside of man. The Greek with
his tendency to abstract thinking sees the same man and
his thoughts, separates them, and then begins to speculate
on man's inner life. He decides through speculation that
man has something ivithin him which brings these thoughts.
Therefore J man has a soul.
V/hile any contrast of these two systems of thought
contradicts Barr's statement that they do not contrast
naturally,-^ it seems that such a contrast is necessary as
a result of the possible combination of both types of
thought in the New Testament. Although they do not
contrast chronologically, they do contrast in content, Ee^
cause of this contrast, the New Testament scholar needs to
be aware of the differences. A knowledge of the two
patterns of thought and their differences will aid in the
determination of the influences upon the Nextf Testament
authors. It also v^lll assist in deciding which factors in
the writer's thought are unique. To be unaware of the
essential differences would lead to an inadequate compre
hension of the Biblical concept of the body.
�-'ibid. , p. 20 .
CHAPTER IV
PAULINE THOUGHT ON THE BODY
UTien the Hebrew and Greek concepts of the body are
considered in relation to the New Testatnent, one factor
looms above all other considerations. This factor is
Paul's thought. Paul has more to say than any other New
Testament writer concerning man's body and its relation
ship to his spiritual life. This material occurs in his
passages discussing anthropology. The list of books deal
ing with this aspect of Pauline thought is extensive, and
JAT Robinson centers his entire discussion of Paul's
theology around this aspect.-'^
Although the basic meanings of the relevant Greek
terms have been examined, the specifically Pauli ne u s a e
of these words requires examination. Looking first at
sarx shov;s that Paul used this word with the meanings com
mon to his day. The most obvious of these is that of
"flesh." "Plesh" is used to describe the soft, muscular
parts of an animal or human body which is or recently was.
living. Paul used sarx iiJith this meaning in I Cor. 15s 39.
The second meaning develops from the first and refers to
the entire material aspect of the living being. A third
Robinson, The Body .
meaning refers to natural generation and the relationships
which develop from this natural generation, 'Th.e fourth
group of meanings is used to contrast man with God. Man
is rex'erred to as a corporeal being and therefore different
from God. This difference is not a difference within man,
but outside him. Sarx occurs in this sense in I Cor,
1:26, II Cor, 5:l6, as well as other passages. Another use
of sarx X'jhich was mentioned earlier refers to - the product
of natural generation apart from the moral transformation
of God's Spirit, This refers to the natux^al abilities,
talents, and features derived from heredity. The best
example of this use is in Phil. 3-3'
The usage which causes the greatest amount of con
troversy occurs primarily in Pauline material. This is
the use of sarx with ethical implications, the meaning
"opposition to goodness within man's nature," The cen-
tral usage of this meaning is in Rom. b. In determining
the meaning of sarx in this passage, the development of
the more common uses of the word must be remembered.
Sarx has not always had an ethical implication. Also,
its Old Testament counterpart, basar , had no ethical
^1bi d . , p . 20 .
-^W. T. Dayton, "The Kexi; Testament Conception of
Flesh," Wesleyan Theologi cal Journal , 2:7-17} Spring,
1967. �
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implication. wliile sin is associated with flesh, the indi
cation is that flesh, is not equal to sin. Flesh provides
the easiest point of entry for sin, but the fact that it
was created by G-od indicates that it is not in itself sin
ful. Flesh is the passive aspect with sin being the active
force for evil. Sarx , though closely associated with sin
is not inherently wicked.^
The other word which plays an important role in
Paul's doctrine of the body is soma . Soma is as comraon
as sarx in the ^ew Testament, but its Old Testament equiv
alent occurs only fourteen times. Soma appears to have
developed meanings similar to basar even though it was
not the exact translation of basar. The basic meanings
of Soma are the body as flesh, as the xtfhole man, as redeem
able humanity, as that which is resurrected, and as the
Church. These last two meanings are unique in Paul's
writings and represent a definite contribution to the
meaning of the word.^ Since soma is the translation of
the same Hebrex\r \-3ord, basar, as sarx, it also shares many
of the same meanings. Tliese shared meanings are the ex
ternal man, the presence of the man, the source of sexual
power, the equivalent of what a man is or his personality,
Stacey, Pauline Vi e\i' , p. l62.
'Ibid. , p. 181 .
a periphrasis for the personal pronoun, and man as being
xn this world. Although these meanings show the similar
ity of Soma and sarx , there is a distinct difference.
Soma by itself does not have the moral connotations which
sarx has. J.A.T, Robinson sees _sarx as meaning man in th(
solidarity of creation in his separation from God while
soma means man in his creation for God.'' Soma expresses
the w^holesomeness or goodness of man's being created.
Sarx expresses man's finitude which allows him to sin if
he desires. Another meaning which has been mentioned for
soma is that of the resurrected body. This use is found
in I Cor. 15. The body of man's humility will be trans
formed in the same manner
'
as the seed of wh eat is trans
formed into the full grown stalk of v;heat after being
planted. T"he body of flesh, is the forerunner of the
resurrection body, and yet, the resurrection body will
be different in many xvays. ITxe third idea, which Paul
coupled with the ideas of man' s body being for God and
being changed, is that this change is continually oc curing
The continual change takes place because of the solidarit}
of the race. Each time redemption occurs in an individua
one part of the ii/hole is transformed from the old to the
Robinson, The Body , pp. 27-29.
Ibid. , p. 31 .
new body and thus the change continues. This examination
of Pauline terminology i^eveals no basis for considering
Pauline thought dualistic even xtfhen sarx is used with
ethical connotations.
Since terminology leaves no basis for dualistic
thought, it is necessary to examine the sources of Paul
ine thought to see if they have dualistic presuppositions.
Modern critical study of Pauline thought began with P. C.
Baur of Tubingen. Baur had much to say about the sources
of Paul's thought in general and mad.e references to Paul's
thought on the body. Baur's basic T:)osition v/as that
Paul developed his doctrine as a complete contradiction to
the doctrine of the primative Church. This basis for
Paul's doctrine must be considered if the critic is going
to understand adequately Pauline thought. The basis for
this belief came from the texts themselves. Looking
at Acts, Galations, and. the Epistles to the Corinthians,
Baur saw a conflict between two branches of the church.
Because of the outstanding differences described in Acts
and G-alatians, he decided that the early church had a
Petrine party and. a Pauline party. The two Epistles to
the Corinthians prove this by speaking of the divisions
xv'ithin the church. The Petrine party was composed of the
^Stacey, Pauline View, p. lS7.
original apostles, and the Paulino party retsresented a
Hellenistic group. Tiieir greatest difference arose in
relation to the redemption of raan by Christ's work. Baur
saw these differences as being smoothed out over a period
of time due to exterior pressure from the Gnostics. -^^ How
ever, Paul is tirimarily influenced by Hellenistic thought.
This, of course, accounts for his doctrine of the body
which Baur saw as being dualistic.
Baur did not have as much to say on Paul's anthro
pology as do several men x^ho challenge parts of his view.
Baur has been challenged by many of the men who have come
after him. In fact, most of the theories regarding the
origin of Paul's religion have arisen as a reaction against
Baur's thought. The most telling criticism of Baur relates
to his interpretation of the relevant texts. Machen
criticized Baur for his failure to consider the entire
record of the New Testament, According to Machen, the
difference between Paul and Peter was not one of principle
but only of practice. If Baux^ had examined more of the
1 0
Pauline writings, he would have avoided this fallacy.
Hitschl also attacked Baur's understanding of the early
^A. Schweitzer, Paul and Hi s Interpreters (Hexi'-
York: MacMillan Company, 1951 ) j P� 13.
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J, Greshem Machen, Tlie Origin of Paul s Relxgion
(Grand Hapids: Eerdmans, 19^), p. 12k.
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Church. According to Ritschl, it xi'ould have been iin-
possible for Baur to explain what held the opposing
parties together. The external bond of a common faith
in Christ would not have been strong enough to bring the
negotiations and compromises necessary for reconcilliation.
Ritschl also claime'd that there was much more agreement
between Paul .and the Jewish church than Baur held."^-^
The first reaction to Baur's thought which develor>ed
fully into a tendency was the idea that Paul contained
both Jewish and flellenistic thought in his theology. The
primary names and their books for this type of thought
are Ludemann, The Anthropology of Paul , l872; Pfleiderer,
Paulinism, 1873; Holsten, Sas Evange li urn des Paulus , I898;
and Holtzmann, Leh rbuch d-er eu t e s t am en 11 i ch en Theologie ,
1897. Looking first at Ludemann reveals that he held the
view that Paul's anthro.pology showed two conceptions of
flesh. One of these came from Jewish thought, is simple
and naive, and meant only man.' s natural being. The othex^
conception was more exact and belonged to dualistic thou.ght.
In the second conception, sin comes from the flesh, and
the fl'esh was the antithesis of spirit. This idea comes
from Helleni stic dualism. This difference in conceptions
of the flesh resulted in two differing systems of r-edemp-
Schweitzer, op. cit., p. 17.
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tion in Paul's theology. Pfleiderer, whose book has
been translated into Englishj also saw an antithesis
between flesh and spirit which was a result of IIellen~
istic thought. According to Pfleiderer, Paul was not
satisfied with Jewish terms because they failed to ade
quately express what had hapjsened to him at his conversion
Paul, then, began to avail himself of both the words and
thoughts of Hellenism. These ideas had already found
their way into Jexirish thought, but the Pharisees always
tried to avoid them. These two ideas were not joined and
had little influence on each other. When Paul received
his calling to the G-en tiles, he found that Hellenistic
notions were more valuable in his attempt to communicate
to the G-reek Morld. Because of this, Je'rfish thought lost
sonie of the influence which it had had upon him. Tne
basis for Pfleiderer 's theory was found in both Paul's
anthropology and. his eschatology. Paulinism was the
13
first step to the Helleni zation of Christianity.
Holsten presents the most developed, idea that the
antithesis of flesh and spirit in Paul is from Greek
thought. Greek influence found its way to Paul from
every side but did not find its way into his thinking unti
�^I bid. , p. 29.
�^Stacey, Pauline View, p. 42.
h7^ s
he was converted. Paul found, it impossible to express his
beliefs in the old Jewish terms. There is no suggestion
that Paul adopted the Greek ideas for their own sakes.
Rather, along with Pfleiderer' s idea, Paul adopted Greek
thought to facilitate his preaching of the Gospel. Thus,
Hosten saw the Greek factors in Paul's thought as only a
means and not Greek thought for its own sake,-^^
Another raan who held to these viev;s was li. J.
Holtzmann. He too savj a large amount of Greek influence
in Paul's writings. The greatest proof of this was Paul's
use of spirit and flesh. Accoi'ding to Holtzmann, Paul
used sarx to mean the principle of sin. This xs?as som-e-
thing the average Jevi ifould. never have done and xmich Paul
could do only as a result of his conversion. Along with
Pfleiderer, Holtzmann held that Paul prepared the x.jay for
Christianity to change from Semetic to Hellenistic thought
1 5
patterns .
As has been noticed, these men were very- similar
in thought and can be studied as a group. 1/hile there are
aspects of these men's thought which are valuable, there
is much that is questionable. Even though Paul no doubt
adapted to his audience, Greek thought does not seem to be
15Ibid. , p. 43.
the basis for his thought. Hie problem I'Jith their ap-^J roach
Was that they were content to look at Paul's words vji thout
examining the context and thought patterns of Paul. lliis
coupled ivlth their expressing doctrines of their own in
Pauline words led them into thinking they were speaking of
Pauline doctrines i-j-hen they actually were expressing their
own ideas, Hius, it was easy for them to find Greek
thought in Paul simply because he used several words
prominently and somewhat in the same manner as did the
Greek philosophers. Anything which can not be explained
as a Hellenization resulting from his conversion was con-
sidered a quirk of Paul s Rabbinic training. The great
est problem with this type of thought is that it has
rejected only part of Baur's reconstruction and has not
thoroughly examined that X'/hich they retained. They saw-
some Judaistic influence in Paul, but superficially
decided that Paul via-s a Greek thinker wlien it came to
certain key areas of his thought, Davies refutes this
superficial viev/ of Paul's being Hellenistic at the point
of spirit and flesh by a three point test. The first of
these is a theological test. If Paul had held to dual
istic thought, his faith in the histor^ic Christ would have
been inconsistent. He would not have been able to accept
Schweitzer, Paul , pp. 40-4l.
the idea that God came as man in Christ. The second test
is that Sarx is not used to oppose the ideal. Sarx is not
the material in opposition to the ideal. Other ivords are
used for this contrast. Finally, Paul does not use sarx
to be a contrast between parts of a man. He uses it in an
ethical frame of reference to point out the difference
between man and God.'^'^
Some of the xi.'ell-knov;n men who posited the idea
that Paul's thought was Jeivish rather than Hellenistic
were Albert Schwietzer, R. Kabisch, H. V/heeler Robinson,
H.A.A. Kennedy, H. St. J. Thackeray , and C.A.A,. Scott.
Schxveitzer reacted so strongly against the men stressing
Hellenistic thought that he stated that Paul was entirely
Jewish in his thought. In fact, he thought the line be
tween Christianity and Judaism was unbroken and that
Paul did not feel Christianity was a new religion. Paul's
eschatology showed both the continuation from the old and
the arrival of the new. The only concession which
Schwitzer was willing to make was that Paul had used Greek
1 8
religious terminology. Kabisch laid the groundwork for
Schweitzer with his examination of Paul's thought. In bis
examination, he decided that eschatology was the condi-
'Vl. B. Davies, Pa.ul and Rabbinic Judai sm (Londons
SPCK, 1962) , p. 18.
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Stacey, Pauline View, p. 50.
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tioning x'actor for Paul's ethic. This 'was picked up
and developed by Schweitzer. Robinson considered the
problem from the viewpoint of anthropology. He did this
by comparing the psychological vocabulary of the Old
Testament and Paul. He found definite advances on the
Old Testament uses in Paul, but these were not from
Platonic thought. Rather, Platonic thought hindered an
adequate understanding of these words. Paul's thought
came from Judaistic tradition and his own personal ex
perience. H.A.A, Kennedy took a similar outlook. Paul
was only concerned about spirit and flesh as a result of
his own personal relationship with God. Paul's own
experience and struggles with desires led him to speak of
the flesh and the spirit. Paul's thought differed from
Hellenistic thought in the essentials regardless of how
much it might superficially resemble Helleni stic thought.
Thackeray, who attempted to show Paul's dependence upon
the Judaism of his own day, realized, in contrast to
Schweitzer, the im^portance of Paul's conversion and the
break which it caused with Judaism. In spite of the break
with Judaism, Thackeray saw Paul's thought as coming from
Rabbinism.^^ C.A.A. Scott in Christiani ty According To
-^^Schweitzer , Paul , p. 58.
20
Stacey, o_�. cit . , pp. 50-51.
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Saint Paul develops the general evidence of Paul's Jewish
leanings. These are his pride of race which he states
several times, his uncompromising monotheism which no
Greek held, and his concept of God. Paul's God was a God
who was both knowable and. had character which could be
knov\'a. Both of these characteristics were not true of
the contemporary gods. Tliey were either unknowable or
else of changing character. Other reasons for considering
Paul's thought to be Jewish are his extensive use of Old
Testament xij'ords and illustrations and hi s concept of the
ideal society. Paul's ideal society included all nations.
Though this m.ay seem too uni versali stic for Jewish thought,
there was a definite movement in this direction in the
Old Testament. In relation to the concept of the body,
Scott said that Paul changed the concept of the resur
rection body from the Jex^'ish concept of the same body to
22
the idea that the bod.y would be different.
Another author who has developed the case for the
23
Jev^ish influence upon Paul has been W. D. Davies.
Davies attributes the unique factors in Pauline anthro-
21 "
C. A. A. Scott, Christianity According to aaint
Paul (Cambridge! Cambridge University Press, 192?)
Ibid . , p. 240 .
pp. 5-9-
22
23''Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism.
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pology to the Jewish influence of Rabbinic thought of
Paul's day. His work is characterized by depth and thor
oughness.. Beginning with a reaction to Montifiore' s idea
of the difference between Palestinian and Hellenistic
Judaism, he contends that Hellenism had influenced even
Jerusalem. From here, Davi.es moves to the idea that
Paul represented mainstream Jewish thought. Hie thought
concepts which Montifiore attributed to an impure Judaism
Davies showed to belong to orthodox Judaism. He points
out that Paul's exegetical methods were Rabbinic and many
of his attitud'es also came from Judaism. In relation to
anthropology, he sees Paul's use of flesh, as derived from
the Rabbinic idea of the evil impulse. While the good.
impulse idea is not evident in Paul, the tension between
good and evil is seen in the contrast betv^een sarx and
2h
pneuma.
Tne view that Paul was primarily Jewish in thought
is the prevailing view today. Hot\!ever, there are some
criticisms v/hich need to be considered. Tne first chal
lenge is to an overstating of the case. Some authors
have overdrawn the similarity of Pauline and Jewish
thought. Schweitzer, for instance, failed to consider
the change brought about in Paul's life as a result of
Stacey, Pauline View , pp. 53-54.
Ills conversion . Also, some have too clearly drawn the
picture of the Judaism of Paul's day. Judaism in Paul's
day consisted of several varieties. While thought pat
terns were similar, the author must be careful in defin-
ing Judaism."^ Finally, too exclusive a case for Judaism
fails to consider the natural accomodation which any
missionary makes to the culture to which he is sent.
Knox argues that the Jews did this even in the synagogue
and that it would have been natural for Paul to do the
27
same . '
Another area which has been examined as. a source of
Paul's thought is the mystery religions. Because most
of these flourished in Greece, they are often considered
under Hellenistic influences. But, they are different
enough from G-reek thought to warrent separate considera
tion. Some of the early names associated with this type
of thought were Heitzenstein, Die h e 11 e ni s t i s ch en Mys terien-
relgionen , 19IO; Bousset, Kyrio s Chri s to s, 1913; and Loisy,
The Origins of the New Testament , 1936. A more modern
scholar who has stx-essed. this type of thought is R. Bult-
^-^I bid. , p. 50 . ^ ,,..�> :
^^E, Earle Ellis, Paul and. His Recent InterDreter;
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
^'^W. L. Knox, Saint Paul (New York: D, Apple ton
and Company, 19^3), p. 27.
� �
�
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aiann with his emphasis upon Gnosticism. Reitzcnstein 'was
an expert in the literature of the Hellenistic age, and it
was iiatural for him to look for examples of this ty-r>e of
thought in Pauline literature. He did not limit his search
to xvords and phrases, but rather sought similarity in
ideas. He came to the conclusion that even while Paul
u^as a Pharisee he had been influenced by Greek mysticism.
After his conversion, Paul prepared for his mission to the
Gentiles by studying the Greek religions. Although
Reitzenstein does not say a great deal about anthropology,
he feels that Paul's vievj was similar to the Mysteries.
Hoisy found parallels between the themes of Paul's writ
ings and those of the Mysteries. Paul v/as already under
the influence of the Mysteries and vjhen he was converted
he saw this as the answer to the questions of the Myster
ies. Paul transformed the Gospel into a Mystery religion.
Bousset started with the thesis that the difference be
tween Palestinian and Hellenistic Christianity was greater
than most recognized. This was seen in Paul's mysticism
and his concept of Jesus vHiich could not have been devel
oped by a Palestinian Jew. Bousset felt that Paul made
a cult out of the kyrio s idea and developed it as Christ
mysticism. He found Hellenistic mysticism very central
to Paul s anthropology. Man was o verpot-Jered by spirit and
the flesh opposed the spirit. Any idea that this, contrast
in Paul could have come from the liabbinic idea of good and
28ovil influences was rejected.
^
Bultmann finds many of
Paul's ideas in Gnostic thought. Even though Paul opposed
the Gnostics, he modified both his language and concepts to
meet the Gnostic challenge. This was especially true in
his Christology and in sacramental redemption. However,
Bultmann holds to an anthropological unity for Paul even
though Paul has an ethical dualism. Much of Bultmann' s
thought has been repudiated by the discovery of the Dead
Sea Scrolls. The Dead S ea Scrolls have many similarities
to Gnostic thought in an exclusively Jewish community.
The basic criticism of the view that Paul derived
much of his thought from the Mysteries is that it is too
superficial an examination of the facts. Pirst of all,
there is a radical difference betx\!een the god-directed
mysticism of Greece and Paul's Christ mysticism. In
Greek mystic thought, the believer was assimilated in
the god. In Paul, a man might become identified with ,
Christ, but he never became a part of Christ's substance.
Also, Greek mysticism was subjective in its redemption
while Paul's redemption was objective. Something was
done for Paul's man while the Greek earned his salvation
Stacey, Pauline View , pp. 44-45.
Ellis, Paul, p. 28.
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through rites. Although these men considered eschatology
important to their case, they could hold this only by
ignoring the real characteristics of eschatology. Finally,
there are simply too few analogies betvjeen Greek Mysteries
and. Paul's thought for there to have been any real influ-
ence upon him."^
All of this discussion vjlth its similarities to
Greek and Jewish thought along with the preceeding discus-,
sion on the sources of Paul's thought raises the question
of whether Paul was in any sense unique. His uses and
developments of soma reveal that he did have new ideas.
What was the source of these ideas? Stacey definitely
attributes this unique factor to revelation. Others
have recognized this influence. Thackeray stressed the
importance of Paul's conversion,, and Scott points to
Paul's personal experience as influencing him greatly.
This poses the problem of whether or not the Jewish and
Hellenistic xiJorld had any influence upon Paul. Machen
says that Paul had no sources for his writin.gs. All of
his religion cam.o. from Christ.-^ Ellis deals with the
same problem when he says that the interpreter must be
-^"^Schweitzer , Paul , pp. 223-228.
31 -
otacey, Pauline YieWf p. l6.
Machen, Origin, p. 173.
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careful not to convert parallels into influences and in
fluences into sources. While it is not the purpose of
this oaper to determine the relationship of revelation
to the sources of Paul's thought, to go to the extreme
of saying Paul received no revelation appears as radical
as to say that Paul had no sources.
^^Ellis, Paul, p. 29.
CHAPTER V
NEW TESTA>;ENT THOUGHT ON THE BODY,
APART FROM PAUL
While Paul has the most to say about man and his
body, the rest of the New Testament does make certain
statements. These statements will be examined only briefly.
-I
For a more complete treatment, Kummel should be consulted.
Tne first area which will be examined is the area of
Jesus' sayings. The question is frequently asked whether
or not Jesus valued the inner man more than the body. In
order to see if this is a fact, the references XT;hich might
lead, to a dualistic view -will be examined. Mark QtjS
merely refers to man's life and does not use psych e to
mean an inner part of man. This comes from the fact that
ps;/che equals the Jewish idea of life. Also, the context
rules out any other interpretation. Another reference
ivhere p syoh e is used in the sense of life in the same
manner in which nephesh is used is Matt, 6:25. Life and
body are parallel terms for man's earthly existence and
are not contrastijig terms. Matt. 10:28 where Jesus says
to "fear Him ^o can destroy the psyche and soma both in
�^Werner, G. Kummel, Man in the New Testament,
trans. John J. Vincent (London: Epworth Press, I963).
Gehenna" must be interpreted, to mean that God alone can
destroy both earthly and heavenly existence. Laurin
interprets this passage by saying that m.an has both a
2
ileshly and spiritual soul. A stronger case for the
higher value of the soul occurs in the scene in the Gar
den, "The spirit is willing but the flesh, is weak,"
Mark l4:38. But even here, the implication is that man
is still wholly ansx^erable to God for evil. Even if a
distinction is made here, it is only that raan does not
always strive wholeheartedly for or against God. The
idea is the opposition of will to action rather than
body to soul. Even in the most probable sources of
duali s tic thought , there is no trace of dual i stic ideals
in Jesus' thought concerning man and his body.-^
Another source of thought regarding the body is
the Johannine writings. Although John does not use
h
soma except for the crucified body of Christ , he do es
spealc to the question of man's nature and vjhether it is
dualistic. The fact that John's language is similar to
Gnostic language, or drawn from Gnostic origins as
Balttuann vjould say, malces his thought appear to be dual-
'^lU Laurin, "The Concept of Man as a Soul,"
EXD o s i t o ry Ti rne s , 72j131-134, February, I961.
3
-'Kummel, op. ci t . , pp. 31-3^.
'^bid. , p.
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istic. Like Paul's anthropological terminology, John
is frequently misinterpreted. An examination of the key
passages will reveal this.'' John makes such statements
as man is "from beneath" (John 8:23), "that which is born
of flesh is flesh and that which is born of the Spirit
is spirit" (John 3''^)) and "unless one is born of water
and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of
God" (John 3:5). Tnese appear to say that man is bound
to this world as a result of his very nature and there
fore a part of the conflict between the material and the
spiritual. If this was true, John took for granted that
a part of man is of more value to God. However, this
was not true. These and the fevj' other passages speak
ing about the inner manWid i>ot oppose those passages
speaking about the outer man. Nor did any of these
passages contrast the inner and outer man. They also
did not hold the soul to be closer or of more value to
God than the -body, but rather stressed the distance of
the inner man from God. Man is not bound up in any
unchangeable opposition. There is no metaphysical dual-
iSiTi between God and man. But, man always opposed God.
This opposition in not based upon his essential nature.
Ke is not evil because he is flesh. Thus, it can not be
Ibid., p. 8X.
claimed that John holds the body to be evil. John's con
cept of man is not dualistic even though he used language
which has dualistic connotations.
The remainder of the New Testament fits the picture
thus far developed. Man is held to be a unity. He did
not sin because of his fleshly nature. The references
to man refer to his inner and outer aspects, as being
equally sinful. V/hen sarx and soma are used, it is not in
opposition, but in parallelism. Thus, the remainder of
the New Testament does not allow any basis for a dualistic
7
viewpoint of man.
""Ibid. , pp. 72-74.
''ibid. , pp. 81-84,
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
In conclusion to this study, it will be helpful to
give a brief summary of the Biblical vie-ws of the body an
to relate these concepts to contemporary thought. Before
even beginning, it needs to be recognized that the Bible
develops no doctrine of man in isolation. Any doctrine o
man or of the body develops in relation to material cover
ing G-od's relationship to man. Looking first at the Old
Testament view of the body, it becomes evident that even
to ask the question of the Old Testament reveals a mis
conception by implication. Tae Old Testament does not
consider man to have a body as separate from his soul. A
better question might be the Biblical doctrine of man.
However, as an aspect .of its thought about man, the
Old Testament makes some statements dealing with what a
Greek understanding of -man considered to be the body.
First and foremost. Old Testament thought considers the
body to be a unity of both outer and inner. There is
no dichotomy. The body is a form oi" soul and the soul
ceases to exist at death. Therefore the soul is in no
way more valuable than the body. Man's body is an inte
gral part of his existence and can in no way be separatee
from his soul. This is true even though the soul is
6 3
considered to have influence beyond the limits of the
body. This idea of unity of body and soul is observable
both in the language used to describe the body and its
relationship to the soul and in actual statements about
the body of man.
In the New Testament, one writer stands out above
all of the- rest in the amount of material which he devotes
to the doctrine of man. Paul never considers the body
as an abstract philosophical topic, but it is mentioned
in his doctrine of man and his relationship to God. Paul
begins with the Old Testament viewpoint that man is a
unity and continues to develop his doctrine from there.
Even though his language and phraseology at times might
appear to express a dualisnj, this appears to be true only
in a superficial examination. The tenor of Paul's state
ments and the statements themselves rule out any dualistic
tendencies. Paul does have more to say about man though.
His stress upon the spiritual reveals that there is more
to man than just the physical. M'o one can properly inter
pret Paul and say that the body is all that there is to
man. Paul leaves no room for such views as man's ST^irit
being merely a man's influence. Hiere is more to man than
this. At the same time, the unity of raan is stressed again
as Paul emphasizes man's opposition to God both physically
and spiritually. Another aspect of man's body is that it
has been made by and for God. In and of itself, it is in
no way opx^osed to God. As JAT Robinson stresses,"^ the
body expresses the solidarity of man as created for God
and this is certainly true of each individual. Paul points
out that the body is one vjith the soul, that it is not
just physical, and. that it has been made for God.
The rest of the Nevj Testament writers have little
to say in relation to the body. What they do say does
not contradict either ii/hat the Old Testament or Paul has
to say. They too stress the essential unity of man. Tne
body in no way is contrasted x^ith the soul. They continue
to stress this by a method similar to Paul's raethod. They
point out that man opposes God both as an inner and as an
outer man. There is no idea of the inner man deciding foir
God while the outer man opposes God. Tne remainder of
the New Testament leaves no room for dualism. The Bibli
cal doctrine of the body stresses that the body is not a
separate entity, but that it is a unity of both body and
soul . Thi s unity is not a forced unity , but an essential
unity which makes up an entire man. Indeed, if man could
be conceived of as having body without soul, he would not
be less thap a whole man, he would not even be a man.
An examination of contemporary thought about the
"Robinson, Tlie Body , p. 31.
body reveals definite misconceptions. As might be ex
pected, the greatest problem is a continuing acceptance
of the dualistic thought from Hellenistic philosophy.
This occurs even in sources where it would not be expected.
IClausner, xvriting as a Jew, disagrees x>Jith the idea of
the unity of the body and soul. After stating this
disagreement J he continues to cite Old Testament Scrip-
p
tures to back his case. However, these verses have
already been considered in the section on the Old Testa
ment conceptions and have been shov/n not to support a
dualistic tendency . Another author who takes a dual
istic tendency in his doctrine of raan is J. G, Machen.
Machen stated that the body and the soul are two separate
substances. He bases this upon the argument that to
deny the separate existence of the soul is to deny man has
a soul.-'^ This appears to be a failure to understand the
profound doctrine of the Old Testament. To deny the unity
of body and soul is to lower the value of the body rather
than to exault the value of the soul. This type of vievj-
when carried to extremes has serious implications for
the doctrine of the incarnation. This type of view is
Joseph Klausner , From Jesus to Paul , trans.
William Stienspring (New York: MacMillan Company, 1943),
p. 486.
3
J. Greshem Machen, The Christian Vi ew of Man (New-
York: MacMillan Company, 1937), p. l43.
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not limited to any one school of interpretation. More
recent thought such as that expressed by Erunner and R.
Kiebuhr recognize the unity of body and soul more fully
even though they may be i\'eak in some areas.
An entire paper could be devoted to the 'contem
porary implications, of a unitary view of the body. lli.e
most obvious implication is that man is not body or soul,
but both. If this view were held by the average man,
much of the attitude toward man as being only material
would be challenged. The idea that man is nothing more
than bone and flesh cannot exist in the face of an adequate
Biblical view of man. Another implication of this vie'A''
relates to the intrinsic value of raan. If man is more
than just a body, he is to be regarded as being of the _
greatest value. This thought may develop fx^om the idea
that a man's soul is valuable. But, this type of thought
also may lead to ignoring the physical condition of man
and thus reducing him to less than he X'jas meant to be.
Finally, an adequate view of the body rules out any
asceticism vjhich is motivated by a desire to subjugate
the body. When the body is punished, the whole man is
Emil Brunner, Man iri i^^volt, trans, Olive V/yon
Philadelphia: Westminister Press, 1948); and Reinhold
Nieb'uhr, ,The Hature _and Destiny of Man, 2 vol . (New
Yorlt: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19^1 and 1943).
punished. All in all, the Biblical view that man
unity will guard against many excesses.
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